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THE BARNACLE
A note from the President,
I want to take this opportunity to
thank Dave Klatt for his dedication
to improvements at our marina.
Dave has stepped down from his
position, and I will be handling that
position for the rest of the term. I
plan on having a meeting of slip holders in August to
discuss how to continue to improve that property,
and to recruit for the position for next year.
Our 4th of July Parade this year was different, and
very well attended. A big thanks to the Lake Shore
Volunteer Fire Company for their continued
participation. Please donate to them if you can.
We continue to have a speeding and reckless driving
problem in our neighborhood. When you are in North
Shore, you are never more than three minutes from
home at or below the posted speed limit. Excessive
speed may get you there a few seconds faster. If those
seconds are worth more than your neighbors’ safety,
I can suggest a realtor. Slow down, and ask your
visitors and contractors to do the same.
~Ben Wisthoff

Thanks for Social Distancing!

Beach
Although we are still unable to rent the pavilion for
events, it's been wonderful to see so many neighbors
enjoying the beach while making all the efforts to
social distance! While most of us are diligent in
removing our own trash or using the cans provided,
there are always things washing up on the beach or
finding their way into the pavilion. I would like to
give an extra special shout out to Madison Glen and
Kat Poist, who have been continuously bringing
bags with them and cleaning up the beach on their
own! Thank you, Ladies!
~Kellie Wisthoff
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Website/Monthly Minutes
Our website has links to past Barnacles and past
monthly board meeting minutes for your review.
www.northshoreonthemagothy.com.
Printed Minutes available upon request.
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Awesome Neighbors
Thank you to Adam & Amber Brubaker and Doug
& Sue O’Connell for delivering the May/June
Barnacle.
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Park
Although there has
been a lot of activity
at the Park, I want to
remind everyone to
PLEASE use Social
Distancing. Our NS
Playground is NOT
Sanitized. NSA is
looking into ways to raise additional funds to redo
our Playground area and getting additional estimates
on costs for materials. Any suggestions can be
forwarded to me.
~Rae Regula

AAMC Needs Medical Supplies
Update on Medical Supplies Needed by AAMC, by
Cris Imle (443) 520-7477.
Three months ago I asked Roberta Watts to put out
a call on Facebook (I am not on FB) for elastic to
make masks for neighbors and our County
Hospital. While surprised that we did NOT have
enough masks for first responders and hospital
personnel, I was amazed and impressed with the
response from so many. True to form, North
Shore is a gold mine of a neighborhood with many
willing to donate supplies, advice and to also join in
mask-making. In addition to Roberta, Sarah Ann
Parsons, Leslie Sater, Karen Dougan, Jeanne
Brush, Claudia Warner, Barb Walsh, Jane
Schmidt, Larraine Clark and others have
encouraged us and donated supplies to make over
300 masks to the specifications needed by Anne
Arundel Medical Center. (Any unintentional
omissions are my mistake).
I was encouraged to send out this notice when the
nurses at AAMC said they do need more masks. The
Emergency Dept. was especially pleased. Sarah Ann,
Larraine & I are getting a bit weary of making them
but will continue to do so. If anyone else is
interested, I can supply info and instructions. Our
biggest problem had been securing elastic of 1/8-1/4
inch width or rolled elastic, but it is now
available. We can also use narrow elastic headbands
but not rubber due to latex allergies. Due to the
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increase in Covid-19 cases and deaths, the need is
still great and we appreciate all the help we can get!
Now, in addition to masks, head covers and
gowns are needed. Karen Dougan has started
making head covers and may be a good contact
person if you are interested or know someone who
may be or please contact Virginia Joy directly. Also
you can click on the website near the bottom for
directions on how to make the supplies.
From: Virginia Joy: vjoy@aahs.org
All Handcrafters: We are still in need of all PPE
(Masks, Gowns and Surgical Caps). The response to
the need for masks has been enormous! To date over
7,000! Last week we sent out a call for gowns and
caps. The need for Surgical Caps is great and we are
hoping that some of you might switch to making
them. We understand that the gowns are quite a
commitment and a little more difficult.
Let me know if you have any questions – here’s the
link for the surgical caps and gowns:

https://living.aahs.org/news/coronavirus
-covid-19/sewing-isolation-gowns-andsurgical-caps/
Thank you and be well.
Ginny, Manager of Volunteer Services
(443) 481-5056

Treasurer Report
The ending cash balance for the general fund as of
June 30, 2020 is $37,750.75. Income from the month
included: HOA dues 650.00; $1,100.00 slip/keys
rental; and interest of $1.49. Expenses from the
general fund for June included: barnacle $41.74;
gotugo $294.00; BGE $169.01; mowing $700.00;
graduation event & gifts $745.91
Marina cash balance as of June 30, 2020 is
$23,506.92. Interest income was $1.64 for the month
of June.
~ Celeste Slifer
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Saving The Bay
We are saving the Bay. For 17 years, North Shore has
been measuring the Magothy River's water quality
during our annual 4th of July celebration and seen the
water get clearer. How do we measure the clarity of
the water? It's all about seeing your toes. Each July
4th, following the morning parade, a merry band of
residents wade into Sillary Bay at the beach. Armed
with yardsticks, they form a line and side by side
wade slowly into the water, all the while watching
their toes. The science is simple, but telling. The
clearer the water, the deeper the sunlight can
penetrate and then bounce off their feet so they can
see them and their toes. Once the sunlight cannot
reach their feet, they "disappear". The last time they
see their feet is the clarity measurement for that year.
The bottom line is that our efforts to save the bay
seem to be paying off. There is more seagrass in the
river, a sure sign that the sunlight is reaching down
to the river bottom in some areas and the water is
good for growing. This brings more fish into the
river who are chased by the dolphins and sea rays we
spot in the river. Much of the increased aquatic
activity is due to the spreading seagrasses. They
provide shelter and a hiding place for young fish, eels
and crabs to that they can grow and avoid becoming
a rockfish meal. Scientists also discovered recently
that seagrass emits a chemical which combats acid in
the Bay waters which washed off the land and also
forms when rain mixes with air pollution. Most
important, do not encourage algae and other oxygeneating growths by helping fertilizer and septic water
to reach the Bay.
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The numbers bounce around because conditions
change each year. What is important is the trend.
Starting in 2013 with 30 inches, the depth has been
more than 2 feet but for one year (21 inches in 2016)
and at least 31 inches the last four years, including
the deepest reading yet - 43 inches in 2018.
We can explain some of the outliers. The high
numbers the first three years (2004, 5 and 6) were
thanks to clean up efforts helped by the zebra mussel
which Tropical Storm Isabell across the bay and up
the river. Those little critters helped clean the Bay as
oysters do by filtering the water and making it
clearer. Some of the outlying lower numbers were
caused by heavy rains days which washed material
into the river and stirred up silt days before the wade
in. At least one year people and dogs went swimming
before the wade in and made the water cloudy.
A new study of bay grasses shows that bay
grasses have grown significantly in the Magothy
River and throughout AA County's waterways
thanks to improved water conditions. The county
waters have grown from 36 acres in 2018 to 183
acres in 2019. Here is the link to the Baltimore Sun’s
news story announcing the findings of the study
: https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/environmen
t/ac-cn-underwater-grass-0714-20200714xgq2cwlylbgyxcsadg464xisau-story.html

~ Candace Chandler and Bob Douglas

Enjoy the fruits of your good work and please
share this information with your children. The key
audience for the wade in are the children who will
play a major role in saving the Bay. Let's keep the
Bay clear and clean. Note: For those tracking the
wade -in, here are the historic figures and some
explanation of the annual results. Our sightings have
ranged from the low of 19 inches in 2010 to the high
of 43 inches in 2018. Most important, we always
saw our feet in at least 31 inches of water since 2017.
This year (2020) we made it to 31 inches. Here are
the numbers: 42 ("04), 38 ('05) , 40 ('06) , 23 ('07),
31f ('08) , 26 ('09) , 19 ('10), 21 ('11) , 27 ('12) . 30
('13) , 25 ('14). 35 ('15) , 21 ('16) ,31 ("17) , 43 ('18),
38 ('19) and 31 ('20).
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Laws for Dog Owners
A reminder to North Shore dog
owners — several residents have
reported unleashed dogs coming off
property and acting aggressively with
residents walking their (leashed)
dogs in the street. This has included dogs who break
through “Invisible Fences” and owners who do not
have control of their dogs running out of their yards.

North Shore on the Magothy

weather which means a little more of Mother Nature
as well. We would like to suggest a couple of friendly
neighborly practices and reminders:
• Please respect your neighbors by controlling

excessive dog barking. If you can hear your dog
barking, others can too.
• Please be mindful of bright nighttime lights

especially on our waterways (lights and sound
travel farther on water).
• Please respect your neighbors by lowering your

With increased walking / dog walking in the
neighborhood, dogs who previously had “run of their
street” simply can no longer do so. Please be aware
of laws and be respectful of your neighbors.
Article 12 Section 4-904
Animal Disturbance Prohibited Anyone who owns,
keeps, or has possession of an animal shall not permit
the animal to disturb the quiet of a person or
neighborhood.
Article 12 Section 4-905
Animals Running at Large Prohibited
“At Large” means off the property of an animal’s
owner and not leashed and not under the control of a
responsible person. This includes all animals owned
by a person, domestic cats and dogs, livestock, and
exotics.
For all important information on Animal Care and
Services, check out this website:
https://www.aacounty.org/departments/animalcontrol/forms-and-publications/law-pamphlet.pdf

Be a Good Neighbor
We all love living in North Shore. We all want to
enjoy our time here… which for many of us is more
time than ever before due to many businesses
implementing Covid-19 Work from Home plans.
Children may be facing Virtual School in the fall. All
of this leads to spending more time in our homes and
in our neighborhood. We have had beautiful, hot
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music to a comfortable volume so that you can hear
it, but you aren’t impeding on your neighbor’s right
to enjoy a quiet outdoor experience. The water
magnifies sound – so even your children shouting
and screaming can be a non-intended disturbance.
• Please be mindful of early Saturday and Sunday

morning exterior noise from motorized equipment
especially from our contractors who like to start
working before 9 am.

Membership
Thank you to everyone who has paid their North
Shore Association membership dues. We truly
appreciate your donations as they defer the costs of
maintaining the amenities and supporting our
neighborhood social events. If you have not paid yet,
there is still time. Please return your membership
renewal notice to me at 393 Edgewater Road.
Thank you to these following neighbors who have
paid their 2020 dues and were not listed in the
previous Barnacle:
Brooke Austin
Louis Ceraldi
Debbie D’Domenicus
Stephen Dudley
Kirk & Canela Gautreau
Gene & Cynthia Gottschalk
Jerry & Carla Krejcik
Tim & Heidi Kress
Brian & Terri Siwinski
~MJ Ordakowski
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North Shore Celebrates
Independence Day 2020
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Skipper Watts Obituary
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his favorite body of water, Park Creek. He graciously
hung on long enough to see his entire family on
Father’s Day before succumbing to his tumors on
June 23rd.
We want to thank all our dear neighbors of North
Shore who have bestowed their affection for Skipper
on him and, by proxy, on us. It is through your heartfelt sympathy that we heal from his loss and are left
with a fullness of love that only an exceptionally
good dog can provide. Unconditionally.
~ Roberta Watts

Graduation News
January 1, 2008-June 23, 2020
Skipper Watts passed away shortly after Father’s
Day in the year 2020. A long-time resident of North
Shore on the Magothy, he was known for his love of
people, the water, and other dogs (with a few still
warranting more sniffing). He especially loved
walking through the lanes and byways of the
peninsula of North Shore, faithfully guiding his
master (Sheriff Watts) and mistress (Berta) on over
10,000 miles of rigorous hiking over the past 12.5
years.
An ardent animal lover, Skipper would refuse to
chase squirrels, bunnies or geese, preferring to watch
his owners attempt to chase them off. Then Skipper
would reap the rewards: droppings in the grass!
Other favorite indulgences included neighbors’
Easter baskets, dog watchers’ muffins, and
unguarded bags of rolls and croissants. Skipper, a
dog truly ahead of his time, was also a passionate
recycler of all things paper, preferring to recycle all
paper products before they were donated to the
county. No trash can was left uninspected!
Skipper spent the past 2 winters with his family in
Mexico, where, yes, the streets are paved in tacos.
He loved car-rides and a chance to travel 4 days to
and from Mexico was, for Skipper, a “cruise”
vacation. Sadly, this past year he returned home with
balance, vision and mobility concerns that became
insurmountable. He spent his last days walking with
the help of dear companion Penny Bailey, visiting
close neighbors to chill by the grill and swimming in
July/Aug 2020 Issue

On 9 May, Kiana Murdock (daughter of Bill and
Pam) graduated from Seton Hill University with her
Bachelor of Science and Masters of Science degrees
in Physician Assistant (PA) Studies. Having recently
passed the National PA Certification Exam, she will
be residing back in North Shore while searching for
a position in her field.
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NORTH SHORE ON THE MAGOTHY - BOARD OF GOVERNORS
VOTING

NON-VOTING

Ben Wisthoff (2/22)
President
458 Edgewater Road
m. 410.207.9979
e. benwisthoff@gmail.com

Mary Jeanne Ordakowski (2/22)
Membership
393 Edgewater Road
m. 410.320.0161
e. mordakowski@bcps.org

Lisa Stamper
Garden Club
405 Dobbins Lane
m. 443.618.2935
e. lstamper405@gmail.com

Drew Hawkins (2/22)
Vice President
1047 Trails End Road
m. 203.216.5333
e. drewhawkins6@yahoo.com

Sue Coburn (2/21)
Roads + Zoning
381 Dutchship Road
m. 410.935.2900
e. suzie727@comcast.net

Jon Bailey
WebMaster
1090 Trails End Road
d. 437.2878
e. jbailey@p385.com

Anita Bailey (2/22)
Secretary
1090 Trails End Road
d. 410.437.2878
e. abaileyp385@gmail.com

David Klatt (2/21)
Marina
1143 Valley Drive
m. 443.653.0914
e. david.klattnorthshore@gmail.com

Betsy Gregory
Barnacle Editor
420 Park Creek Road
m. 714.722.0983
e. betsyinmd@gmail.com

Celeste Slifer (2/21)
Treasurer
345 Edgewater Road
m. 410.746.9187
e. cslifer@allegisgroup.com

Tracy Poyneer (2/23)
Entertainment Chair
389 North Shore Road
m. 443.716.5387
e. tracy.poyneer@copt.com

Rick Watts
Welcome
418 Park Creek Road
m. 443.255.6412
e. rwatts5418@verizon.ne

Rae Regula (2/21)
Park
413 Park Creek Court
m. 301.332.9956
e. raeregula53@gmail.com

Kellie Wisthoff (2/23)
Beach
458 Edgewater Road
m. 917.273.8102
e. kellie.lobaugh@gmail.com
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